Parent Survey February 2021 – Remote Learning
What is working well with remote learning at Dothill?
The communication is working
well and work being put on early
in the morning.

The feedback from the teacher
at the end of the day.

Teams meetings because it gives

Good

the home learner a chance to

communication
with the teacher.

interact/see the class and
messages and comments from the
teacher. This week themed week
has been good and kept my child

Both Mrs Wood and Mrs Maltby have
been amazing, absolutely responsive to
feedback about what is and isn’t
working for our children. Mrs Maltby
has been truly supportive to ensure we
can work together in the best interests
of my child. The call from Mrs Harvey
was also reassuring and helpful. My
daughter loves the voice comment
feedback from Mrs Wood. I think
they’re doing a marvellous job juggling
supporting those in school and remote
learning, thank you.

Seesaw communication. The year group
emails. Teams morning calls especially
for my year 4.

engaged

Easy access and
interaction

It is great that the kids get feedback on their
work and messages from their teacher. Joining
the Teams meeting has really helped her feel part
of her class and see her friends which is so
important. I think Dothill is amazing for all they
have done. They really care about the children's
wellbeing as well as school work . The teachers are
working so hard.

Seesaw is a great tool and the feedback is
positive on the work completed. We do not
complete every activity every day but we try and
make sure some key subjects are covered
regularly as well as other subjects my son has an
interest in. When he's struggled with things his
teacher has sent links through usually via You
Tube to help with the struggles. It's a great
communication tool and my son looks forward to
comments received from his teacher.

The Teams meeting in a morning has
made a huge difference to my

The daily Teams interaction has been
fantastic for my child to see his

daughter’s motivation and attitude to
complete the activities on Seesaw.

classmates and teacher and be able to
interact in real time together.

Love the inclusiveness of the
Teams meetings!! It's a great
way to start off the day, and
set the pace. Dothill is doing a
great job this time around, well
done to everyone!

It's a good system.
Putting all the activities
and being able to do them
at every child's pace.

Easily accessible work uploaded to seesaw each day and
a weekly timetable to follow. Work can be uploaded and
submitted easily. The direct email address to access
support from the class teacher is also very helpful.
Morning Team meetings where the children can still be
virtually involved with the class room is light relief and
a good way for the children to socialise.

The Oak Academy lessons
have been good.

Suitable work set and
marked. Some well being
I think the daily Team
meetings are good, and the
work on Seesaw is varied and
feedback is brilliant.

Allows them to continue their
education and keep in touch
with school. Provides structure
and an idea of what we should
expect the children to be doing
each day.

Everything is so easy to access on
Seesaw and it’s made home
schooling a lot easier this time
round.

Communication between us and
the teacher. The constant
knowing that the teacher is at
the end of the phone if we're
unsure. And the praise and
feedback is very much
appreciated

activities set too.

Seesaw is a great platform for the
children to use independently and to
connect with their teachers. The
online class meetings have really
helped to cheer up my children.

Positive feedback from
the teacher gives a real
confidence boost to my
child.

Loving the Teams in
the morning, it sets a

Some good ‘off screen’ practical

nice routine and sets

activities in addition to core.

him up to do work.

Feedback from
teachers

Using Seesaw is great
my daughter loves it

Teachers giving feedback and
really encouraging verbal
comments daily. Oak Academy
lessons are useful to build
knowledge and skills.

Feedback received is
constructive. Allows them
the opportunity to remain
connected with the
teaching staff safely.

Seesaw is working well for us in delivering a variety of
manageable school work activities. My daughter loves receiving
the feedback on her work and has really increased her
computer skills. The introduction of the daily Teams has really
helped in creating a connection to her classmates and teacher
and she looks forward to joining the calls.

Likes creative activities,
likes getting comments
and voice notes!

